INTRODUCTION
============

The spin-charge conversion in well-designed materials is essential for the development of future energy-efficient spintronic devices ([@R1]--[@R7]). Recently, spin currents generated from ferromagnets (FMs)---such as CoFeB ([@R8], [@R9]), NiFe ([@R9]--[@R11]), and FePt ([@R12])---are attracting great attention not only due to the remarkable spin signals but also due to their controllability owing to interactions between spin and magnetization. Among FMs, half-metallic FMs (HMFs) are a unique class of FMs with respect to their electronic band structure: One spin channel exhibits a band gap at the Fermi level, and the other one is conductive ([@R13], [@R14]). This unique band structure yields a high spin polarization (ideally 100%), resulting in very high performances of HMF-based spintronic devices, such as a huge tunneling magnetoresistance ratio of more than 2000% ([@R15]). However, the spin-charge conversion, a basic spin-related effect, was considered to be forbidden because only one spin channel is available in the ground state of HMFs. Ohnuma *et al.* ([@R16]) theoretically predicted that spin-charge conversion can occur with the assistance of magnons at a finite temperature, which opens a possibility for spin-charge conversion in HMFs. Furthermore, the degradation of perfect half-metallicity in the interface/surface region ([@R17]--[@R22]) is another possibility of spin-charge conversion in these materials.

Here, we study the spin-charge conversion in a NiMnSb Heusler alloy, which was first reported to be an HMF by first-principle calculations ([@R13]). [Figure 1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"} shows a schematic illustration of its crystal structure in the *C*1~b~ phase. Recently, Wen *et al.* ([@R23], [@R24]) succeeded in measuring a current-perpendicular-to-plane giant magnetoresistance with high-quality NiMnSb films. Ciccarelli *et al.* ([@R25]) reported on spin-orbit torques in NiMnSb at room temperature. As shown in [Fig. 1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, NiMnSb has a typical half-metallic band structure where the minority spin band shows a gap at the Fermi level for the bulk state. However, the minority gap closes owing to electron-magnon interactions and interface/surface states ([Fig. 1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) ([@R17]). Thus, the spin-charge conversion is expected because of the bulk and interface contributions, as shown in [Fig. 1C](#F1){ref-type="fig"}.

![Schematic illustrations for the NiMnSb crystal and electronic band structures.\
(**A**) Crystal structure of NiMnSb in the *C*1~b~ phase. (**B**) Half-metallic band structure in NiMnSb. The minority band gap closes because of the interaction between electrons and magnons, i.e., the right-hand side illustration of bulk state. The minority band state exists at the interface/surface (Inter./Sur.). (**C**) Spin-charge conversion with interface and bulk contributions. Here, $J_{\text{Inter}.\text{Sur}.}^{S}$ and $J_{\text{Bulk}}^{S}$ represent the spin currents due to interface/surface and bulk, respectively. $J_{\text{Total}}^{C}$ indicates the converted total charge current.](aaw9337-F1){#F1}

In this work, NiMnSb films with varying thickness and ordering structure were deposited on Y~3~Fe~5~O~12~ (YIG) substrates, the quality of which was confirmed by structural analysis and anisotropic magnetoresistance (AMR). Spin currents were injected into NiMnSb from the insulating YIG layers by spin pumping. Then, the spin currents were converted to charge currents by means of spin-orbit interactions and detected as voltage signals. An unusual temperature dependence of the voltage was observed with a sign change at low temperature, which can be controlled by the thickness and ordering structure of the NiMnSb films. The origin of the unusual voltage signals can be well interpreted by the spin-charge conversion due to interface and bulk contributions.

RESULTS
=======

[Figure 2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"} shows the structural properties of NiMnSb films characterized by out-of-plane x-ray diffraction (XRD). Two kinds of samples with different ordering structures were prepared on YIG substrates. One was annealed at a high temperature of 500°C, and the other, named less-ordered sample, was grown at room temperature. In addition to the diffraction peaks from YIG substrate, XRD diffraction peaks from the NiMnSb(111), NiMnSb(002), and NiMnSb(311) superlattices were observed for the NiMnSb film annealed at 500°C, whereas a weak NiMnSb(111) peak and a NiSb(002) peak are shown in the XRD pattern for the sample deposited at room temperature, which indicates that the as-grown sample has a low structural order. Furthermore, the magnitude of half-metallic feature was investigated by AMR measurement because the AMR effect with a negative sign was reported to be necessary for examining the electronic band structures of HMFs ([@R26], [@R27]). [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} (B and C) shows the AMR effect for the two kinds of samples measured at 10 and 300 K, respectively. The dependence of AMR ratio on the in-plane angle ϕ, where ϕ = 0° (90°) represents that magnetization is normal (parallel) to the measuring current, shows a negative sign (ρ~0°~ \> ρ~90°~) for the NiMnSb film. The AMR effect at 10 K is much larger than that measured at 300 K, which indicates the reduction of the spin polarization at the high temperature due to thermal excitation. For the less-ordered sample, the AMR effect is smaller than that in the high-ordered sample, which is consistent with the degradation in half-metallicity.

![Structural properties of NiMnSb films and AMR effect in the films.\
(**A**) Out-of-plane XRD patterns for 20-nm-thick NiMnSb films with two different ordering structures. (**B**) AMR effect for the two kinds of NiMnSb films measured by an in-plane ϕ scan method at a magnetic field of 2 T at 10 and 300 K, respectively.](aaw9337-F2){#F2}

Furthermore, the measurement of spin-charge conversion was carried out by a spin pumping method, as illustrated in [Fig. 3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}. Ferromagnetic resonance (FMR) is excited in YIG by applying a microwave with an external magnetic field; thus, spin currents are pumped into NiMnSb. Because of the spin-orbit interactions, an electric current is generated by spin-to-charge conversion in NiMnSb, which can be picked up by the electrodes placed on the NiMnSb film. The dependence of electric voltage on temperature was investigated in the temperature range of 10 to 300 K. Note that the FMR absorption spectrum of NiMnSb layer and the electric voltage at the NiMnSb resonance were also observed, and the signals are much smaller than those due to YIG and can be distinct from the separation of resonance field positions of NiMnSb and YIG. The details are shown in the Supplementary Materials. [Figure 3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"} indicates magnetic field dependence of voltage signal measured at 10 and 300 K under a microwave source of 5 GHz and 25 mW. A sign change of the voltage was observed at 10 K. [Figure 3C](#F3){ref-type="fig"} shows detailed spectra for both FMR of YIG (left) and voltage signals in NiMnSb (right) measured at different temperatures. Corresponding to the resonance absorption, voltage signals were observed in the NiMnSb film grown on the YIG substrate. The magnetic field (*H*~V~) at the maximum voltage coincides with the resonance field (*H*~FMR~) of FMR absorption, which indicates that the voltage signal originates from the FMR of YIG. In addition, since the NiMnSb is a ferromagnetic material, the anomalous Hall effect (AHE) could appear because of rectification effect ([@R28]), which may also contribute an electric voltage. To make a quantitative analysis, the observed voltage signals were fitted by the following equation ([@R29])$$V = V_{\text{SC}}\frac{\Delta H^{2}}{{(H_{\text{ex}} - H_{V})}^{2} + \Delta H^{2}} + V_{\text{AHE}}\frac{- 2\Delta H(H_{\text{ex}} - H_{V})}{{(H_{\text{ex}} - H_{V})}^{2} + \Delta H^{2}}$$where *V*~SC~ represents the voltage by spin-charge conversion, *V*~AHE~ is the contribution from AHE, and ∆*H* is the full width at half maximum for the voltage signal. Typical fitting results for the measured voltage signals at 10 and 300 K are shown as solid lines in [Fig. 3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}. It is found that the observed voltage is mainly contributed by spin-charge conversion, where the ratio of *V*~SC~/*V*~AHE~ is obtained to be 12.7 at 300 K (11.9 at 10 K). For the other parameters, the *H*~V~ is 1020 Oe at 300 K (886 Oe at 10 K) and the ∆*H* is 21 Oe at 300 K (28 Oe at 10 K). Note that the parameter values were averaged from the fitting results in negative and positive magnetic field directions.

![Voltage measurement with spin pumping.\
(**A**) Schematic illustration of the YIG/NiMnSb sample with experiment setup carried out in the study. (**B**) Magnetic field dependence of the electronic voltage, *V*, measured at 10 and 300 K. The directions of external magnetic field, *H*~ex~, are also indicated by the inset illustrations. The blue and red solid lines are fitting results for the experimental data by [Eq. 1](#E1){ref-type="disp-formula"}. (**C**) FMR spectra in YIG (left) and voltage signals in NiMnSb (right) measured in the temperature range from 10 to 300 K. The applied microwave power and frequency here are 25 mW and 5 GHz, respectively.](aaw9337-F3){#F3}

The dependence of *V*~SC~ on measuring temperature was further investigated under different microwave conditions and NiMnSb thicknesses. [Figure 4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"} shows the temperature dependence of *V*~SC~ with varying microwave power of *P*~in~ = 50, 100, and 200 mW at a fixed microwave frequency of *f* = 5 GHz for a 20-nm-thick NiMnSb film. It is observed that a sign change of *V*~SC~ appears at the temperature of *T*~cross~ \~ 40 K. With further increasing temperature, a marked increase of the amplitude of *V*~SC~ is observed up to \~150 K. Then, the amplitude of the *V*~SC~ shows a weak dependence on temperature when the measuring temperature increases to 300 K. The unique feature of the temperature dependence of *V*~SC~ is regardless of microwave powers. Furthermore, the *V*~SC~ as a function of temperature was also studied by applying different microwave frequencies of *f* = 5, 6, and 7 GHz at a fixed microwave power of *P*~in~ = 25 mW, as shown in [Fig. 4B](#F4){ref-type="fig"}. A similar tendency of temperature dependence of *V*~SC~ was observed at the different frequencies. In addition, the value of *T*~cross~ for the sign change of *V*~SC~ remains the same (\~40 K) under the different conditions. A reduction of amplitude of *V*~SC~ is observed with the increase of microwave frequency, which is consistent with the previously reported relationship between *V*~SC~ and *f* ([@R30]). Moreover, *V*~SC~ was investigated in NiMnSb films with different film thicknesses. To make a quantitative comparison, the measured *V*~SC~ was divided by the corresponding amplitude of FMR absorption, *P*~FMR~, of the YIG. [Figure 4C](#F4){ref-type="fig"} shows the *V*~SC~/*P*~FMR~ as a function of temperature for the NiMnSb films with the thicknesses of *t* = 10, 20, 30, and 50 nm and for a less-ordered NiMnSb film with the thickness of 20 nm. It is found that the less-ordered sample shows a large *V*~SC~ in the entire temperature range, which could be attributed to the existence of more scattering centers due to the low structural order in the sample. In addition, the magnitude of *V*~SC~ decreases with increasing NiMnSb thickness from 10 to 50 nm. Apart from the magnitude of *V*~SC~, the temperature dependence shows a similar trend for all the samples regardless of thickness and ordering structure. Nevertheless, the temperature of *T*~cross~ for the sign change of *V*~SC~ reveals a distinct dependence on the film thickness, as shown in [Fig. 4D](#F4){ref-type="fig"}. An enlarged view of [Fig. 4C](#F4){ref-type="fig"} in the temperature region of below 100 K is also shown in the inset of [Fig. 4D](#F4){ref-type="fig"}. The *T*~cross~ increases from 25 to 75 K with the increase of NiMnSb thickness from 10 to 50 nm. The less-ordered sample shows no sign change of *V*~SC~ in the measuring temperature range. Furthermore, we note that Ciccarelli *et al.* ([@R25]) reported a dependence of crystal symmetries on spin-orbit torques in single-crystalline NiMnSb films. The angular dependence of spin-charge conversion has also been investigated for one of the current polycrystalline samples (20-nm-thick NiMnSb film on YIG substrate). Details are shown in the Supplementary Materials. We observe that the angular dependence is different from that of the single-crystalline NiMnSb reported by Ciccarelli *et al.* ([@R25]). According to a review paper for spin pumping ([@R31]), the angular dependence for the spin pumping measurement under in-plane magnetic field with in-plane radio frequency field excitation usually follows the cos^3^ϕ*~H~* function. By using this function, our experimental results are fairly fitted. Therefore, an anisotropy of spin-charge conversion due to crystal symmetries is not likely to be present in our polycrystalline NiMnSb samples.

![Temperature dependence of *V*~SC~ with varying microwave power, microwave frequency, and NiMnSb thickness.\
(**A**) *V*~SC~ as a function of temperature measured at different microwave powers of *P*~in~ = 50, 100, and 200 mW, with the microwave frequency of *f* = 5 GHz. (**B**) *V*~SC~ as a function of temperature at different microwave frequencies of *f* = 5, 6, and 7 GHz with the microwave power of *P*~in~ = 25 mW. (**C**) Temperature dependence of *V*~SC~ divided by the amplitude of FMR absorption of YIG for NiMnSb films with the thickness of 10, 20, 30, and 50 nm. The *V*~SC~ measured in a less-ordered NiMnSb film with the thickness of 20 nm is also shown for comparison. The microwave condition is *P*~in~ = 25 mW and *f* = 5 GHz. (**D**) The dependence of cross temperature, *T*~cross~, for the sign change of *V*~SC~ on NiMnSb thickness, *t*. The inset is an enlarged view of (C) in the temperature region below 100 K.](aaw9337-F4){#F4}

DISCUSSION
==========

In the following, we theoretically discuss and analyze the observed voltage due to spin-charge conversion, as well as its temperature dependence. Technical details are presented in the Supplementary Materials. First, by considering the low-temperature regime, the experimental data show a nonvanishing voltage *V*~0~ when approaching zero temperature. At *T* = 0 K, it is, however, impossible to inject a pure spin current, a net spin current in the absence of any charge current, into a perfect HMF: Pumping such a current requires establishing an equal-in-magnitude and opposite-in-sign chemical potential imbalance for two different spin species ([@R32]), while a perfect HMF has only one available. Since the pumping source is YIG, a ferrimagnetic insulator (no carriers available for spurious charge injection), this signal must be related to a spin-orbit active interface region, expected to be about 1 to 2 nm, where the perfect half-metallicity is known to be degraded ([@R17]--[@R22]). Very likely, the interface exhibits a Rashba-like spin-orbit coupling due to structural inversion asymmetry ([@R33]). The voltage at *T* = 0 K is then attributed to the spin-galvanic (or inverse Edelstein) effect ([@R34]--[@R36]) and to the intrinsically dominated case given by$$V_{0} = - \frac{2m\alpha L}{\mathit{en}\hslash}j^{s}$$where *e* = \|*e*\| is the elementary charge, *L* is the sample length, and *j*^s^ is the (three-dimensional) spin current density generated by YIG. Furthermore, α is the Rashba coefficient, *m* is the effective electron mass, and *n* is the (two-dimensional) particle density of the interface region, respectively. We note, in passing, that interfacial Rashba-like mechanisms do play a determining role in different setups where structural inversion symmetry is broken ([@R36]--[@R40]). Thus, it appears reasonable to consider a minimal Rashba-like model, with the result given in [Eq. 2](#E2){ref-type="disp-formula"}. Additional evidence for the interfacial character of the *T* = 0 signal is its independence of the NiMnSb thickness.

Second, at finite temperatures *T* \> 0 K, even perfectly half-metallic bulk NiMnSb is capable of absorbing a pure spin current. This is because electron-magnon (spin flip) scattering yields a finite density of states (DOS) for the minority band of NiMnSb ([@R16], [@R41]--[@R46])$$N^{\downarrow}(\epsilon_{F}) \approx N^{\uparrow}(\epsilon_{F})\left( \frac{T}{T^{*}} \right)^{3/2}$$where N^↑^ and N^↓^ are the majority (↑) and minority (↓) DOS, respectively, while *T*\* \~ 10^3^ K is a characteristic temperature corresponding to the magnon energy at the boundary of the Stoner continuum. The resulting absorbed spin current $j_{\text{eff}}^{s}~(T)$ is$$j_{\text{eff}}^{s}(T) \approx \frac{N^{\downarrow}(\epsilon_{F})}{N^{\uparrow}(\epsilon_{F})}j^{s} \approx \left( \frac{T}{T^{*}} \right)^{\frac{3}{2}}j^{s}$$

The spin current $j_{\text{eff}}^{s}~(T)$ is then converted to a transverse voltage via the inverse spin Hall effect in bulk NiMnSb due to, e.g., extrinsic effects like side-jump and skew scattering with impurities and phonons, yielding$$V_{\text{HMF}} = \frac{e{\rho\theta}_{\text{sH}}\lambda_{\text{sd}}L}{2d}\text{tanh}\left( \frac{d}{2\lambda_{\text{sd}}} \right)j_{\text{eff}}^{s}$$

Here *d*, θ~sH~, and ρ are the thickness, spin Hall angle, and (three-dimensional) resistivity of the sample, respectively. Note that ab initio studies show no evidence for spin-orbit splitting of NiMnSb bands at the Fermi level ([@R17]); therefore, we neglect intrinsic effects. Thus, the total voltage due to spin-charge conversion is the sum of the interface and bulk magnon-induced contributions$$V_{\text{SC}}(T) = V_{0} + V_{\text{HMF}}(T)$$

The interfacial spin-charge conversion is taken to be *T* independent (*V*~0~ = constant) as a consequence of the following: (i) It is of structural nature and not magnon limited; (ii) As shown by the experimental data, \|*V*~0~\| ≪ \|*V*~HMF~(*T* ≳ 100 K)\| so that its possible *T* dependence is irrelevant for the following analysis. Notice, however, that the condition \|*V*~0~\| ≪ \|*V*~HMF~(*T* ≳ 100 K)\| approaches breakdown in the thicker 50-nm sample (see discussion below). The thickness-dependent crossing temperature can already be qualitatively explained: Assuming that *d* ≫λ~sd~ and *V*~HMF~ ≈ constant \> 0 in the high-temperature region, an increasing thickness *d* compresses the total *V*~HMF~(*T*) \~ 1/*d* curve (see [Eq. 5](#E5){ref-type="disp-formula"}). For *V*~0~ \< 0 (see inset of [Fig. 4D](#F4){ref-type="fig"}), the crossing temperature thus increases with increasing thickness as sketched in [Fig. 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}. Regarding the sign of *V*~0~, there are some methods that attempt to give estimates for the Rashba coefficient α via the work functions ([@R47]) or on the basis of the **k**·**p** theory ([@R48]). However, in the absence of any precise microscopic understanding of the YIG/NiMnSb interface, these are of limited reliability, so we take the offset voltage as a parameter and, indeed, find it, from comparison with experiment, to be negative.

![Sketch of the voltage due to spin-charge conversion as a function of temperature.\
There are two thicknesses, *d*~1~ (blue) and *d*~2~ (red) (*d*~2~ \> *d*~1~), with the crossing temperatures *T*~1~ and *T*~2~ (*T*~2~ \> *T*~1~), respectively. The green dashed line is the interfacial contribution *V*~0~.](aaw9337-F5){#F5}

In addition to the temperature-dependent effective pumping spin current ([Eq. 4](#E4){ref-type="disp-formula"}), the resistivity ρ, spin Hall angle θ~sH~, and spin diffusion length λ~sd~, all appearing in [Eq. 5](#E5){ref-type="disp-formula"}, are temperature dependent as well. Let us start from the latter$$\lambda_{\text{sd}} = \sqrt{\frac{2D_{\uparrow}D_{\downarrow}\tau_{s}}{D_{\uparrow} + D_{\downarrow}}}$$

The spin diffusion length depends on the diffusion constants of the majority and minority spin electrons, *D*~↑~ and *D*~↓~, respectively, and on the spin-flip relaxation time τ~s~. Assuming that *D*~↑~ ≫ *D*~↓~, and *D*~↓~ and τ~s~ are proportional to 1/N^↓^, the spin diffusion length is estimated as$$\left. \lambda_{\text{sd}} \approx \sqrt{2D_{\downarrow}\tau_{s}} \right.\sim\left( \frac{T^{*}}{T} \right)^{\frac{3}{2}}$$

From [Eq. 4](#E4){ref-type="disp-formula"}, note that the product $\lambda_{\text{sd}}j_{\text{eff}}^{s}$ in [Eq. 5](#E5){ref-type="disp-formula"} is independent of temperature.

The spin Hall angle can be separated into majority and minority band contributions, $\theta_{\text{sH}}^{\uparrow}$ and $\theta_{\text{sH}}^{\downarrow}$, respectively, and the same is done for the corresponding spin Hall conductivities, $\sigma_{\text{sH}}^{\uparrow}$ and $\sigma_{\text{sH}}^{\downarrow}$. According to ([@R16]), $\sigma_{\text{sH}}^{\downarrow}$ is negligible compared to $\sigma_{\text{sH}}^{\uparrow}$ so that $\theta_{\text{sH}} \approx \theta_{\text{sH}}^{\uparrow}$. The *T* dependence of the spin Hall angle of a metallic system was discussed by Karnad *et al.* ([@R49]), where intrinsic spin-orbit coupling and skew scattering dominate and the nonmonotonic *T* dependence of the spin Hall signal cannot be deduced on the basis of the standard scaling theory ([@R50]). Here, we follow this treatment, introducing, however, in addition to skew scattering, a phenomenological contribution, which is lifetime and, thus, temperature independent. Its microscopic origin could be extrinsic, e.g., due to side jump ([@R51]), or intrinsic, e.g., arising from Fermi sea contributions of the kind relevant for the AHE ([@R52], [@R53]). This phenomenological contribution to the corresponding spin Hall conductivity is denoted by $\sigma_{\text{sH}}^{*}$, while the skew scattering contribution at temperature *T* is denoted, as usual, by $\sigma_{\text{sH}}^{\text{ss},T}$. Last, the resistivity ρ(*T*) of our samples is known and appears in [Fig. 6A](#F6){ref-type="fig"}. The overall voltage is thus described by$$V_{\text{SC}}(T) = V_{0} + \frac{\mathit{AP}_{\text{FMR}}}{d}(1 + \mathit{BT})\text{tanh}({d{CT}}^{3/2})$$which serves as a fitting equation with the parameters *A*, *B*, and *C* to the experimental data ([Fig. 6B](#F6){ref-type="fig"}), where *V*~0~/*P*~FMR~ = −0.02 μV/mW (see details in the Supplementary Materials). Notice that this is not a three-parameter fit, since *A*, *B*, and *C* are not independent. *B* is further constrained by the measured resistivity values via the known parameter γ (see [Fig. 6A](#F6){ref-type="fig"} and details in the Supplementary Materials). The parameter *B* allows us to extract the ratio between the scattering-independent and the skew scattering contributions at zero temperature (see [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). From *C*, we obtain spin diffusion lengths for each layer thickness. As shown in [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}, λ~sd~ at room temperature has reasonable values in the range of nanometers.

![Resistivity of NiMnSb films and the voltage due to spin-charge conversion as a function of temperature.\
(**A**) The dependence of the resistivity on temperature for the NiMnSb films with *d* = 10, 20, 30, and 50 nm. The linear *T* dependence (\~γ*T*) in the high-temperature regime is indicated by a dash-dotted line with the respective value of γ for each thickness. (**B**) The voltage signal divided by the amplitude of FMR absorption of YIG against the temperature for the various thicknesses of the NiMnSb layer. The symbols represent the experimental data, and the solid line shows their fitted curve with the use of [Eq. 9](#E9){ref-type="disp-formula"}, with *V*~0~/*P*~FMR~ = −0.02 μV/mW, respectively. The shaded areas show the range of fitting curves for −0.03 μV/mW \< *V*~0~/*P*~FMR~ \< −0.01 μV/mW.](aaw9337-F6){#F6}

###### Spin diffusion length and ratio $\sigma_{\text{sH}}^{*}/\sigma_{\text{sH}}^{\text{ss},0}$.

The spin diffusion length at room temperature (300 K) and the ratio $\sigma_{\text{sH}}^{*}/\sigma_{\text{sH}}^{\text{ss},0}$ for the various thicknesses of the NiMnSb films are obtained by the fit of [Eq. 9](#E9){ref-type="disp-formula"} to the experimental data as shown in [Fig. 6B](#F6){ref-type="fig"} for *V*~0~/*P*~FMR~ = −0.03, −0.02, and −0.01 μV/mW from left to right. Note that $\sigma_{\text{sH}}^{*}$ is temperature independent by definition and that $\sigma_{\text{sH}}^{\text{ss},0}$ denotes the zero-temperature value of the skew scattering contribution.

  ***d***   **λ**~**sd**~ **(300 K) (nm)**   **$\sigma_{\text{sH}}^{*}/\sigma_{\text{sH}}^{\text{ss},0}$**                           
  --------- -------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------- ------- ------- ------- -------
  50 nm     9.47                             14.03                                                           19.65   −0.16   −0.27   −0.29
  30 nm     4.74                             6.32                                                            8.31    0.09    −0.05   −0.12
  20 nm     4.21                             5.48                                                            7.27    −0.23   −0.32   −0.39
  10 nm     2.82                             3.07                                                            3.37    −0.60   −0.62   −0.63

[Equation 9](#E9){ref-type="disp-formula"} fits the experimental data of the 10-, 20-, 30-, and 50-nm-thick samples very well. The slightly reduced accuracy in the case of 50-nm data can be explained by the decrease of the bulk contribution, *V*~HMF~ \~ 1/*d* according to [Eq. 5](#E5){ref-type="disp-formula"}. Particularly, \|*V*~HMF~\| ≈ \|*V*~0~\| even at high temperature for the 50-nm sample so that the *T* dependence of the interfacial contribution *V*~0~ could play a considerable role. The overall good match between data and fitted curves supports our argument that the total signal is the sum of (i) a mostly temperature-independent interfacial contribution *V*~0~ and (ii) a thickness-dependent bulk, one mainly limited by minority states due to thermally excited magnons with a spin diffusion length of \~*T*^−3/2^. In addition, the sign change of *V*~SC~ was not observed for the less-ordered sample in the measurement temperature range, which indicates that the bulk contribution is much larger than the interface contribution even at low temperatures due to the degraded half-metallicity.

In conclusion, the spin-charge conversion in NiMnSb alloy films was investigated through the injection of spin current from YIG by spin pumping. It was observed that the voltage due to spin-charge conversion showed an unusual temperature dependence and a sign change at low temperature depending on film thickness and ordering structure. The temperature-dependent behavior of the voltage in the NiMnSb films was further analyzed by the spin-charge conversion contributed by interface and bulk effects. This study could be of significance for the understanding of bulk and interface contributions for the spin-charge conversion in ferromagnetic materials, especially in HMFs.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
=====================

The NiMnSb alloy films were deposited on YIG substrates by a cosputtering method from Ni and MnSb targets in an ultrahigh vacuum magnetron sputtering system with a base pressure of \~1 × 10^−7^ Pa. AlO*~x~* (1.5 nm thick) was subsequently deposited on the NiMnSb films for protection. The stoichiometric composition of the NiMnSb films was confirmed to be Ni~1.01~Mn~0.98~Sb~1.01~ by inductively coupled plasma analysis. The samples with high ordering structure were deposited at a substrate temperature of 500°C, while the sample with low order was grown at room temperature. The structural properties of NiMnSb films were characterized by XRD with Cu Kα radiation (λ = 0.15418 nm). AMR effect was measured at 10 and 300 K by a physical properties measurement system (PPMS). The YIG-substrate/NiMnSb device was placed on a coplanar waveguide where the microwave was applied. Two-terminal electrodes were attached on the device for measuring the voltage. The magnetic field was applied in the plane of the films and perpendicular to the direction across the two electrodes. The power of the microwave was varied from 25 to 200 mW, and the frequency was changed from 5 to 7 GHz. The voltage signal was detected by using lock-in techniques, and the voltage measurement was performed in PPMS at low and room temperatures.
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